Golf tips from Yamaha.

1. Invest in the right equipment. The Yamaha Terrapro PTO is more versatile than any utility vehicle west of Pebble Beach. And it costs less.

2. Our Woods-designed rough-cut mower keeps the roughs just rough enough. Use the finish mower for delicate maneuvers around the green.

3. Our 50 and 100 gallon boom sprayers from Broyhill are fast and efficient. Use one for herbicides, one for pesticides and the grass will always be greener.

4. The rear-mounted, 2000 rpm PTO (Power Take Off) lets you do all of the above.

5. Our optional turf tires, specially designed for the Terrapro, are even gentler on your turf.

6. Switch to our handy hand-held sprayer in tight spots.

Time saving tip: When you're not mowing or spraying, use the Terrapro to get quickly from one part of the course to another. (To prevent unseemly hot rodding by your crew, lock the dual-range transmission in low.)

Optional tip: Attach our optional Hydraulic Power Unit to the PTO for aerators, post hole augers, hydraulic rakes and the like.

Final tip: Call 1-800-331-6060, ext. 685, for your nearest dealer.

*Warning: Use of certain chemicals may cause injury and property damage. Read sprayer owner's manual and follow chemical label directions.
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